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NOTE: In the original publication of this booklet, the

color descriptive paragraphs by each student

appeared on separate pages of art paper corresponding

to the correct color being described.

YELLOW

Yellow is the hot sun far, far away.

Yellow is fried chicken made my mother’s way
Yellow is a daffodil in the dewy morn,
Yellow is the flute crying like a baby born
Yellow is the feeling of life full of cheer,

Yellow is the color of my mother's love so near.

Sharon Froeligh

Lewton School

YELLOW

Yellow is the sourness of a lemon as it puckers your lips.

Yellow is the brightness of the noonday sun.

Yellow is note F# on a violin.
Yellow is the feeling of jolliness.
It is the goodness of Sunday.
Yellow is the smell of hay in a mow.

Yellow is the Goldfinch flying high.
It makes me feel happy.

Richard Krebs
Lewton School

BLUE

Blue is the sound of a rushing fail.
The shimmering color of the sky on a clear day.
The bluish scent of gooey ink,
The beautiful flash of a bluebird flying.
It is the color of a feeling of sadness.
The color of eyes which light up bright.
The color of wind with all its strength.
A soldier dressed up and ready to battle.
Blue is the feeling when all is quiet,
A thinking, silent, all-alone color.

Rhonda Karr
Pleasant View School

BLUE

Blue is the color for a baby boy
Blue is his playmate, a little toy
Blue is the color of a summer sky.
Blue is the sparkle in a young girl's eye.
Blue is the smell of ripening grapes
Blue is the jungle with the baby apes
Blue is a lot of things living on earth
For-get-me-nots for the dead, Morning glories for

new birth. _
Susan Short
Lewton School



BROWN

Brown smells- like burned toast
It sounds like ’’squish" when you jump in the mud.
It tastes like chocolate candy.
It feels like maple syrup sticking to your fingers.
Brown is a shy color standing in the background.
Brown is plain, ordinary, simple -

But unforgettable.
Kathy Campbell
Lewton School

WHITE

White is a very sanitary color.
White - with a smell like a doctor’s office,
Pius the sound of a slow, high pitched tone,

hysterious, drifting, light smoke.
And the taste of vanilla ice cream.
It makes you feel wanted.
But most of all it’s very, very light
And very, very bright.
Yep! That's white! William Reralck

Lewton School

WHITE

White is a blanket,
A blanket of snow.

White is Santa's fluffy beard.
White is tasty cottage cheese.
White is to crunch celery with ease.

White is the smell of Elmer's Glue,

White is even clouds in the blue.
White is a blanket,
A blanket of clouds.

John Schneeberger
Lewton School

PINK

Pink is the soft sound of the violin,

Pink is the softness of a rose petal.
It is like the smell of peppermint.

Pink is a shy smile.

Pink is the taste of spumoni ice cream.
Pink is a dream.

Sandra Fritsch
Lewton School

GRAY

Gray is the cold feel of steel.

It's the drab feel of a stormy day.

Gray is the slickness of a cardboard box.

It's the steely taste of spoiled chicken.
Gray is the feel of a. pencil writing.

James Alexander
Lewton School



SILVER

Silver is the color of dimes
The sound of nickels and quarters;
The feeling of happiness,
The wings of a soaring bird,

Silver is the sides of a fish,
It is laughing in a lonely house.

Steve Downs
Lewton School

BLACK

Black is the mystery in an old house,

The smell of smoke from a dying fire;

The taste of melting licorice
The sound of a storm brewing in the distance -

Black is mourning over a great person.

Steve Downs
Lewton School

RED

The crackling of the wood in a fire
The wonderful taste of crisp apples
The hot touch of sparks from the hearth,
The smell of cherry pie all through the house.
The touch of the bumps on raspberries;
The smell of strawberries making your mouth water.
The brightness of the setting and the rising sun -

Red is all these.
Richard Krebs
Lewton School

RED

Poinsettirs are red, soft as velvet.
Red is the smell of anise and the stripes of candy canes.
Red is as gay as a cardinal at your bird feeder.
Red is the crackling flame at your fireplace
Red is Christmasy and I like it.

Debby Hess
Lewton School

GREEN

Green is the pine with its rough scratchy feel.
Green is the coolness of mint
Drifting through the summer air.
Green is the smell of freshly cut grass
In front of the school.
Green is the warty young cucumber
Like the frog hiding beneath its vines.
Green is the sea storming in rage
Tossing the ships like a rubber ball.
Green is the holly at Christmas tine
baking a wreath on our front door.

Robert Mitchell
Pleasant View School



GREEN

Green is the color of a Christmas tree.

Green is money when you pay a fee#

Green is new sod, beautiful grass.

My reading book had a green cover in class.
Green is the chalkboard we use in school.
Green is the water at Dwight Rich's pool.
Green is the color you turn with envy
L...i you hear the violin played by Mr# Jenvy.

Larry Long
Lewton School

PURPLE

Purple are the clouds before an icy rain storm in autumn.
It is a carpet of wet leaves making squishy noises when

you walk on it.

The twinkle of rage in a person's eyes.
The velvety feeling of midnight
The icy feeling of a river lying under a coat of ice.

Purple is imagination - put down on paper with permanent ink.

j
Loree Skidmore
Pleasant View School

PURPLE

Purple is the color of velvet,
The sound of rolling drums#
The pacing of a thinking man.
Purple is a ski floating through snow,
The cap of a baseball player;
Purple is a drifting breeze
Purple is a color with imagination.

Steve Downs
Lewton School

ORANGE

Orange is the fresh taste of a ripe orange.
The fuzzy feel of a peach.

It's the crackle of a carrot stick.
Orange is the blaring sound of

An orchestra tuning up.
It's the solitary feeling of the sun setting

Below the horizon.
Most of the time orange is an exciting color.
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